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In this Digital Roadmaps special
report, we peer into these mysteries.
The future of print is ePrint. It’s the
next stage of the printing industry. 

ePrinting will mean basic changes in
the way we do business together. It
won’t be like buying another Mac, or
buying another press, for that mat-
ter. Imagine conducting every aspect
of the business of printing, “from

design to delivery,” as services over
networks. Why? The reason is sim-
ple: high performance — as much as
5 to 10 times greater. That’s why we
take ePrint seriously.

In the following pages, we tell the
story of ePrinting from the stand-
point of people employed in these
new environments. Our super per-
formers include managers, sales

e-PRINTING
The Circus of

STEP RIGHT UP. MARVEL AT THE ASTOUNDING
SIGHTS AND SOUNDS OF THE ALL-DIGITAL, E-
FUTURE OF PRINT. SENSATIONAL DOTCOM SER-
VICES. ASTONISHING ANYTIME/ANYWHERE
ACCESS TO SERVICES, INFORMATION, AND SUP-
PORT. BULLET-PROOF PREPRESS. ACROBATIC
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT. LIGHTNING FAST
CSRS. COMPUTER-INTEGRATED PRESSROOMS.
WEB-ACTIVATED FINISHING AND BINDING.
SYNCHRONIZED ACCOUNTING IN REAL-TIME.

CAN IT BE TRUE?
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What is e-Printing? 
ePrint is printing in the digital economy. It’s when
you conduct the entire business of printing, “from
design through delivery,” as services over networks.

In the 21st century, printing is e-business and con-
vergent media. This environment has new rules. Its
building blocks are interactive digital services and
the management of extended enterprise conducted
across networks. 

ePrinting is a circus with five rings. As shown in
Figure-1, These rings are: eBusiness, ePeople,
eServices, eProduction, and eKnowledge. To pros-
per, printing execs must master the “e”s of
ePrinting. The reason is simple: higher perfor-
mance: as much as 5 to 10 times greater.

teams, consultants, customer service
representatives (CSRs), production
managers, prepress operators, press-
room and post-press personnel,
administrators, and infrastructure
(IT) support personnel, and more. 

What is it like to work in an ePrint
business? Our stories talk about what
these people do and how this differs
from the way things were. We point
out the change in performance and
offer some prescriptives for printers
interested in moving this way.

So, why the circus? Why a report
laid out like a circus sideshow? In
dealing with changes that affect peo-
ple we care about, the most impor-
tant things are common sense, good
information, and a sense of humor. 

Hopefully, we provide some of each
in the following pages. Of course,
from time to time we may exaggerate
a little. But, you should expect that.
It’s a circus, after all. And, you’re a
consenting adult.

STEP THIS WAY...

ePeople

eServices

eProduction

eKnowledge

eBusiness

Figure 1~The five “e”s of ePrinting
(source: MILLS•DAVIS)
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What is eBusiness? It’s the “e”way of doing printing in

the graphic arts. It’s using networks to conduct all stages

of the exchange of value with customers and suppliers. 

What is different about eBusiness from what we are

used to? The ePrinter and everyone they do business

with is on-line together. The value chain is net-

worked. Business is transacted across the Net. The

entire graphic arts industry functions as an electron-

ic business community.

The Internet is driving this. It is fundamentally

changing customer value propositions, product cycle

times, industry service and fulfillment models, and

cost structures. The motivation is much higher busi-

ness performance—as much as 5 to 10 times greater.

How much better? Think 5 to 10 times as fast, one-

fifth the cost, 5 to 10 times more efficient, and 3 to 5

times greater return on investment.

Figure 2 depicts the cycle of e-commerce, which is

the part of eBusiness that deals with the exchange of

value. Across networks, the printer and its customers

e-BUSINESS
1

Market and
promote

2
Specify products

and services

3
Estimate, quote,
and make offers

4
Negotiate and
agree to terms

5
Enter orders

6
Manage logistics

of the relationship

7
Accept, pay,
and settle

SERSERVERSVERSSERVERS

Figure 2~eBusiness (source: MILLS•DAVIS)

Ring One:
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and suppliers can market and promote; specify prod-

ucts and services; estimate, quote, and make offers;

negotiate and agree to terms; enter orders; manage the

logistics of the relationship; and accept, pay and settle.

What should printers be doing about eBusiness? The

first thing is to get used to the idea that we can trans-

act business and do other things over networks. Just

do it. It’s not difficult. 

Once we’ve taken that first step, it will dawn on us

how much better it would be if we reorganized how

we do things a bit. This is interesting. We begin to

realize the value of infrastructure. We’ll talk more

about this later in the report. Also, we find that we

have choices of ways to carry out different business

functions. 

Across networks, it seems, anything can, or will be,

outsourced. It turns out that it might be better and

cheaper to farm out some functions in order to con-

centrate on what we do best. In management circles,

they call this focusing on your core competencies. It’s

not a new idea, but it is getting easier to implement

as we move into the digital economy.

There are three ramifications of the eBusiness idea

that are worth noting:

First, ePrinters will focus attention on their business

architecture: that is, how they structure their service

relationships with customers and suppliers, the build-

ing blocks they use for business and production

processes, and the skill sets they need.

Second, ePrinters will identify new sources of supply

to help them implement these new business designs.

We call these the dotCOM services. They include var-

ied business, production and other enabling services.

They are available via networks as outsourcing

options and can be integrated with the printer’s inter-

nal workflow and process. We’ll talk more about

dotCOM services later as well.

Third, ePrinters will integrate business resources to

serve new market relationships. They will use net-

works and knowledge sharing to link closely with

customers and suppliers

“THE MOTIVATION IS
MUCH HIGHER BUSINESS

PERFORMANCE--
AS MUCH AS 5 TO 10
TIMES GREATER.”
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Phil Nelson
Impresse.Com

The Internet is changing the way we access, compile,

use, and distribute information, Yet it has not elimi-

nated, or even reduced our need for printed material.

According to the Print Industries of America (PIA),

global 2000 companies spend nearly three percent of

their revenues on printing. The total U.S. market for

commercial printing is estimated at around $275

Billion, growing at 5-6% per year. 

While demand for print continues to be strong, the

processes of buying, manufacture, and fulfillment of

commercially printed materials is remarkably ineffi-

cient. Specifying projects, requesting and negotiating

quotes, managing revisions, scheduling and manag-

ing projects, delivery, billing, and payment, each of

these steps represent a significant investment in terms

of labor, time, and cost. 

Today, these process steps are not automated, are not

connected, and are extremely labor intensive. In addi-

tion, most of the business transactions between those

who buy print and those who print, are still accom-

plished through labor and time intensive processes

such as meetings, phone, and fax. The inefficiencies in

this process are exacerbated across a network of tens

of thousands of print buyers and commercial printers.

It’s time for a change. Corporations in every industry

are incorporating e-commerce business models to

help lower costs across their supply chains, enhance

customer service, access new markets, create new rev-

enue streams, and redefine their business relation-

ships. The economics are compelling. In the graphic

arts, we can add other benefits: shorter lead times,

reduced waste, streamlined operations, increased pro-

ductivity, improved customer-printer relationships,

and the ability to cost-effectively produce printed

material when and where you want it.

By leveraging Internet-based technologies, it is now pos-

sible to cost-effectively automate and manage the pro-

curement, production, and fulfillment workflow for com-

mercially printed items, from project creation through

fulfillment and delivery. This solution needs to be:

Complete. It should enable all types of print buying

from contract, catalog print buying, to ad hoc bid and

quote projects, to simple, template on-demand printing.

Comprehensive. It should provide an end-to-end

solution, integrating and automating all the steps in

the print procurement process, both business (such as

project creation, quotes, and order approvals) and

production workflows (such as prepress, proofing,

and file transfers).

Cooperative. It needs to offer advantages to print

buyers in partnership with their preferred vendors,

not one at the expense of the other. For example,

print buyers automate their processes, gain control

over costs, and reduce cycle times. Print vendors gain

new business, while reducing sales and manufactur-

ing costs.

Business-to-Business
eCommerce Network
for Commercial Printers

Industry Perspective:
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Collaborative. It should provide multiparty on-line

project management capabilities to eliminate mis-

communications, errors, and other discrepancies

between printers and print buyers, resulting in a more

effective, collaborative relationship.

We've built impresse.com to provide this solution

- an easy, efficient, cost-effective way to buy and

produce printed material. Impresse.com is a com-

prehensive and resourceful business-to-business e-

commerce network. It streamlines and automates

the entire print process - business and production

workflows - from project creation to proofing to

delivery to invoice reconciliation. Impresse.com is

unique in that it provides compelling value to all

participants in the print supply chain: global orga-

nizations, corporate print buyers, and their com-

mercial print vendors.

Print buyers within corporations struggle with the

paper-based, highly iterative, time-consuming print

buying process. Because the process requires

human interaction between print buyers and the

print vendors’ sales and services staff, it is expen-

sive for both buyers and vendors.  It is also highly

error-prone, leading to additional costs due to wast-

ed time and print runs. Impresse.com provides

browser-based inter-company workflow automa-

tion through which buyers and vendors can trans-

act business in a frictionless, collaborative manner.

We estimate impresse.com provides significant time

and cost reduction versus current processes.

Over 50,000 U.S. commercial print vendors are striv-

ing to keep pace with the demands placed on them by

their corporate customers. Vendors have seen an

explosive growth in the complexity of their opera-

tions, driven in part by the increased needs for a high

degree of customization and smaller production runs,

shortened turnaround times, and higher service lev-

els. Being small- and medium-sized business typical-

ly, print vendors are being squeezed by their cus-

tomers’ demands as well as the capital investments

required to keep up with print technology’s rapid

pace. Impresse.com provides top line (new customer,

more business per customer) and bottom line (lower

sales and support costs, better job estimation and fac-

tory scheduling) benefits for print vendors.

We believe impresse.com to be the most compelling

new resource in the commercial print market because

its comprehensive services provide significant value

across the entire print supply chain.
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People power ePrinting. People skilled in business,

print production, digital technologies, and problem

solving are key resources. They are empowered peo-

ple, or ePeople.

ePrinting is a knowledge business. The human

resource equation is different. It needs skilled people,

and must expect to pay them well. The basic formula

is: (eInfrastructure) x (1/2 (people) @ 2 (dollars)) =

3-5 (output). That is, realign the infrastructure,

employ half as many people, pay them twice as much,

and expect 3 to 5 times the output.

ePrinters develop a digital business culture that can

exploit technology. The right people in the right digi-

tal culture will draw in the right technology. The

reverse will not happen. ePrinters use technology to

empower people. This infrastructure provides anytime,

anywhere access to services, information and support. 

An ePrinting culture demands some new competen-

cies that complement traditional printing and pro-

duction skills. Everyone must become comfortable

with an e-way of doing business. This means becom-

ing computer, information, and network literate. As

an enterprise, the printer will need to become better

at things like the internet, computer integrated man-

ufacturing, and databases.

(e-Infrastructure) x
(1/2 (people) @ 2 (dollars))

= 3-5 (output)

e-PEOPLE
Ring Two:

There are organizational implications. ePrinters

adapt their organization and incentive structures to

the realities of networked business. Get lean and

smart. The fastest workflow, for example, is the one

that passes through the fewest hands. Eliminate

bureaucracy and reduce management layers.

Restructure around “businesses within a business”

and cross-functional process teams. These smaller

groups of people combine all the skills and authority

to respond rapidly to customer needs and deliver

them a complete solution.
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Frank Cost 
Rochester Institute of Technology

The 21st century graphic arts workforce will compete

in a digital economy. This demands several compe-

tencies. First is critical thinking and problem solving

based on heuristics, not recipes. Decision-making will

be part of everyone’s job. Second are communication

skill, and the ability to understand and speak relevant

dialects (e.g. – customers, sales, production, finance).

Third is digital literacy and being able to visualize

digital things as easily as analog things. Fourth are

business literacy and the ability to understand the

gestalt of the business, and how each process step

integrates with other process steps. 

To meet these challenges, industry and educators

must adopt an integral agenda for continuous learn-

ing. New approaches to learning must:

• Emphasize how to learn rather than what to

know. Knowledge acquisition skills are critical. 

• Be problem centered, not solution centered. Give

people the ability to build solutions in response

to new problems.

• Emphasize the integrated whole, not decon-

structed parts. 

• Promote technology use, not technology loyalty.

At RIT, we have launched a new media publishing

program that takes up this integral agenda. The cur-

riculum draws from business, information technolo-

gy, engineering, design, photography and imaging,

publishing, and graphic arts disciplines. The program

fosters a:

• New relationship to technology. Digital media

production technologies allow us to move beyond

teaching isolated tool-based skills to concentrate

on the higher-level processes that integrate the

pieces.

• New relationship to other people. Students learn

and practice their respective disciplines in close

collaboration with other disciplines. This makes

a lot of sense. A new media product such as a

web site may advertise products and services,

conduct market research, transact business, and

provide after-sale support to a customer. The

result integrates the work of the designer, the

technologies, and the business strategist. Trying

to learn any of these disciplines in isolation

would be pointless.

RIT is also working directly with industry to prepare

for the 21st century workplace. We form strategic

learning partnerships with manufacturers of materi-

als, devices, and systems to help them better under-

stand and track the needs of customers, and better

predict future trends. Also, we provide internet-based

access to the RIT knowledge base. We have become

the third largest provider of long distance coursework

for academic credit in the US. 

In the coming years, RIT will expand its use of these

and similar modalities to provide new training, educa-

tion, and information services for clients in all segments

of the industry, when and where they are needed.

P r e p a r i n g  t h e
2 1 s t  C e n t u r y
Wo r k f o r c e

Industry Perspective:
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e-SERVICES
eServices are the building blocks of ePrinting. In a

world where everyone is on-line, and any service can

be outsourced, eServices are the way that businesses

interact. It’s the way that ePeople get things done.

eServices are the “stuff” out of which we build the

printing process. 

dotCOM Services. The proliferation of dotCOM

eService providers is a promising development for the

printing industry. DotCOM eService providers are

internet businesses that provide enabling infrastruc-

ture and/or business and production functions on a

subscription or transaction fee basis. The list of these

possible services seems endless. For example: busi-

ness intelligence, marketing, sales, creative services,

content origination, photography, illustration and

image making, design, video and animation, content

and media asset management, rights management,

prepress, printing, distribution and fulfillment, infor-

mation services, application hosting, business ser-

vices, procurement, supplies, financial management –

all across networks. 

Use of outsourced infrastructure and eServices

changes the rules of printing and publishing process

design. Building a printing, publishing, or media

communications business using outsourced services

can have compelling economics: for example, reduced

investment, faster time to market, leveraged ROI, and

overall performance gains of as much as 5 to 10

times. However, to achieve this, some burden is

placed on the business to develop the right “architec-

ture” to integrate these various service offerings.

eService Bus. How does the ePrinter access different

business and production functions across a network?

At Digital Roadmaps, we believe that ePrinters will

outsource capabilities through fairly standard mech-

anism that we call the “eService Bus.” 

In the computer industry, a bus is a shared way of

getting something done over a network. The bus con-

cept applies at different levels of a solution: for exam-

ple, within a computer chip, in a piece of equipment,

a workgroup on a local area network, or a business-

to-business relationship across the internet. The bus

mechanism provides common rules and protocols to

follow to specify a service, set-up and configure to

provide it, and orchestrate events and information

exchanges while performing the service.

Figure 3 depicts the general concept of the eService

bus as applied to ePrinting. It visualizes basic con-

nectivity and access. Widespread adoption of

eServices throughout the printing industry will be

delayed if each business-to-business connection

requires unique programming. The implication is

Ring Three:

“The race is on to create
building block standards and
industry-wide solution frame-
works for eService delivery.”
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that the eService bus will provide some type of “lego”

system to enable these varied eServices to be snapped

together. Since one size rarely fits all in the graphic

arts, the industry needs a flexible scheme.  

The race is on to create building block standards and

industry-wide solution frameworks for eService deliv-

ery. These enabling frameworks will evolve in stages

and on several levels. First, we will see solutions for

specific functions. These will enable solutions for spe-

cific applications and industry segments. A good

analogy at this level is to the building trades. We will

have standard electrical outlets. From an indus-

try-wide perspective, standards for enabling infra-

structure are already emerging. An analogy here is to

community planning. We’ll have building codes and

infrastructure for the eCommunity.

What should printers do about eServices?

Get involved. Gather information across networks.

Examine options and trade-offs for enabling infra-

structure services versus building them internally.

Transact business across networks. Conducting the

business of printing and publishing across networks

can reduce processing, time and costs by a factor of 8

to 10 as compared with off-line and manual systems.

The principle is to capture business transactions once

using electronic data interchange (EDI) and electron-

ic commerce (EC) formats, and then transmit and

process the data multiple times as needed. 

With this in mind, redesign any manual and sequen-

tial process that has extensive checks, balances and

reconciliation steps so that it becomes networked and

distributed, with fewer steps, parallel processes and

more automation. Next, integrate processes.

Synchronize sales, production, administration, and

customer service over the net.

YOU
CONNECT

HERE

eSERVICE BUS

 Bill presentment & payment

Project / job definition

Job submission

Estimates and quotesTraining 

Content authoring

Databases

Solutions engineering

Response data

Supply-chain project coordination

7/24 tracking and status information

Collaboration

Preflight services

Digital photography

Remote digital proofing

Content management

Consultation

Supplies 

Digital delivery

Digital printing

Conventional printing

Figure 3~eServices (source: MILLS•DAVIS)
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Robert Hu
Collabria, Inc.

Printers and print resellers will realize the full value

of the Internet when they use it to become an

eBusiness, rather than just as another medium to pro-

mote their services, or as a way to e-commerce.  

Becoming an eBusiness means using the Internet to

tightly integrate with suppliers and buyers all along

the print supply chain. 

eBusiness is more than e-commerce. Today, most of

the benefits of simple e-commerce procurement solu-

tions, that is Internet enabled buying and selling, go

to the buyer. Many e-commerce offerings seek to

match buyers and sellers in a virtual market that pro-

motes the commoditization of products. 

With an eBusiness approach, everyone in the supply-

chain can and should benefit. Simple examples illus-

trate how using the Internet for true supply chain

integration yields benefits to all the entities that col-

laborate to produce printed products. 

By capturing relevant information in the procurement

process and automatically passing it though to manu-

facturing, redundant data entry, errors and omissions,

and miscommunication can be virtually eliminated.

eBusiness solutions engage the customers earlier in

the manufacturing process. eBusiness solutions are

designed to influence designers’ and buyers’ work

methods and empower them to make informed pur-

chasing and production decisions. 

We can look at other industries to see the ultimate

success of this strategy. Probably the most cited

example of an eBusiness is Dell Computer. Dell real-

ized that order entry was not the end of a sales

process but rather the beginning of the manufactur-

ing process. With that simple shift of perspective, Dell

enabled a process of just-in-time manufacturing

where parts are converging to the factory floor min-

utes after you placed the order. Dell changed the per-

spective and context of that information and was able

to reengineer their factory to a new productivity level. 

With  eBusiness solutions, the printing and publishing

industry can expect productivity gains in orders of

magnitude compared to current expectations. 

These gains can occur in all stages of the process. For

example, as many as 3 out of 4  files that a printer

receives from customers do not conform to manufac-

turing specifications. The result is that the cost of

checking and fixing the file now represents up to a

third of the manufacturing cycle. Using eBusiness

solutions to enforce design decisions that yield good

production results means dramatic savings in produc-

tion time and costs. 

Another example of print supply chain integration is

the importance of communicating content with con-

text in a production environment.  Many printers set

up an FTP site through their web site to allow their

customers to upload files to them. 

S u p p l y - C h a i n
C o l l a b o r a t i o n
via the Internet

Industry Perspective:



A simple way to find out if you are ready for

PrintComerce is to ask yourself these questions:

1.  Are your customers as loyal as your next estimate?

Then, PrintCommerce...

...is a client retention and relationship manage-

ment tool. 

...provides an incredible sales advantage 

...can expand sales volume within existing clients 

2.  Is your pre-press department too expensive? 

Then, PrintCommerce...

...eliminates many of the manual pre-press tasks 

...can cut as much as 75% of pre-press costs 

...provides press-ready files with little manual

involvement 

...was built by printers for printers 

3.  Are your customers asking you about e-commerce?

Then, PrintCommerce...

...is a robust set of e-commerce solutions specifi-

cally built for the printing industry 

...has been in use for over 2 years, by more than

190 corporate print buyers 

...has received rave reviews from customers,

press and industry associations 

4.  Are you tired of making new technology investments

in your business? Then, PrintCommerce...

...is new technology - without the price tag 

...requires no hardware or software purchases,

nor technical skills 

...is based on pay-as-you-go transaction fees 

...can be customized for your customers in weeks

not months 
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But what is really interesting is what goes on after the

file arrived at the printer’s FTP site. First the pre-

press person transfers this file to a floppy or a zip and

walks around asking who knows something about

this file named “Brochure.qxd” - who sent it?  When

is it due? How many copies will need to be printed?

Who pays for it …etc. Typically what happens is the

file sits and waits for the “business context” to arrive

before it can move to the next stage of production.  

At best, this simply creates a delay in production.  In

the worst case, the context given turns out to be

wrong or communicated incorrectly resulting in waste

and higher costs. Content without context does not

lend itself to the fast moving production cycles that

are required today. 

Since the advent of desktop publishing, printers

have developed fairly efficient workflow for content

authoring. But, without an information system to

manage context, production flow is disjointed and

time is wasted on non-value added processes. 

Collabria PrintCommerce is an example of an e-

business solution that solves these problems and

allows print manufacturers to offer significant value

added service to their customers while achieving com-

pelling savings in their production workflow. 

How does this happen? Collabria PrintCommerce pro-

vides an intelligent Internet link between the buyer

and the printer.  The buyer is presented with an online

ordering system that guides the buyer to making good

production decisions and entering all required order

information. Collabria PrintCommerce delivers this

business context information along with the content

(i.e., the files) to the printer. The result is that the

printer can respond and make informed decisions

regarding the files in an efficient and timely manner.  
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eProduction is a computer-integrated, all-digital

workflow for the printer’s core value-added process.

Figure 4 depicts the overall eProduction process. The

five stages are as follows: (1) plan, (2) originate, (3)

produce, (4) distribute, and (5) evaluate.

Plan. The planning stage is concerned with research,

process prototyping and testing, and project defini-

tion. This stage interfaces with sales and marketing

systems, estimating and scheduling, shop floor man-

agement, and administrative and financial systems.

Originate. The origination stage is concerned with

creation, acquisition and recycling of content into

media products. This stage coordinates collaborative

authoring and editing, illustration and photography,

design, video and animation, versioning, etc.

Origination interfaces with legacy content, external

content sources, and rights management systems.

e-PRODUCTION

ePRODUCTION
CONTROL

PLAN

ORIGINATE

PRODUCEDISTRIBUTE

MEASURE
& REPORT

Projects

Contents

MastersProducts

Performance

Figure 4~eProduction (source: MILLS•DAVIS)

Ring Four:
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Produce. The production stage is concerned with

the transformation of contents into product masters

and their replication as media products. Activity

includes outsourcing, prepress and premedia, digital

printing, conventional printing and finishing, digital

media replication, and release of web-based media.

This stage manages masters, handles customization and

dynamic composition metadata, and interfaces with

enterprise manufacturing and production management

systems, as well as supply-chain partner systems. 

Distribute. The distribution stage is concerned with

delivery of media products and services. This stage

manages product and service information and distri-

bution metadata. Distribution interfaces with these

systems: customer sales and marketing, customer

relationship management, supply chain management,

distribution partner, and suppliers, rights manage-

ment, and e-commerce.

Evaluate. The evaluation stage is concerned with mea-

suring and reporting performance relative to targets

and commitments. Evaluation interfaces with work-

flow management systems, logistics systems, ERP and

finance systems and rights management systems.

How is eProduction different from the workflows that

we’re used to? 

The computer-integrated manufacturing process of

ePrinting is networked, 100% digital, and driven

from databases. Re-engineered prepress, press, and

post-press workflow deliver dramatic improvements

in cost, quality, service, speed, and flexibility.

eProduction process architecture is deeper than what

we’re used to. It’s a step beyond workflow based on

“digital film.” eProduction workflow is data modeled.

The database controls versioning, autostripping,

auto-imposition, late-binding changes, and maintains

comprehensive end-to-end records of the execution of

tasks and state of resources. Data modeling accom-

modates customer workflow variations and late

changes, and coordinates parallel operations. 
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Michael Jahn
Agfa

PDF workflows are moving quickly from concept to

reality for prepress and printing organizations around

the world. But, it's important to remember that high-

end print production is a relatively narrow niche in

this bigger world.

PDF is already very widely used. It’s wildly popular

in other areas of publishing, as well as business. PDF

is being used for amazing things from slide shows to

web sites.  

If there’s a common misconception about PDF work-

flow, it’s that there’s a universal workflow solution.

This is not the case. Think about it this way. There

are a lot of different kinds of light in the world — flu-

orescent lights, incandescent lights, high-beams for

our cars, and little tiny ones. There isn’t just one light. 

A lot of things are similar along the prepress and

printing workflows. But, how an idea goes from a

designer’s mind onto the printed page is different.

And that’s good. It amazing how differently organiza-

tions structure their workflow and responsibilities,

even when they have the same equipment. Add in dif-

ferent equipment and it’s easy to see why everyone’s

workflow is unique in some way.

At Agfa, we recognize that being able to offer our cus-

tomers best-of-class workflow solutions means more

than just selling a particular product. It means hav-

ing the applications knowledge, the ability to inter-

face with legacy systems, integrate multi-vendor

environments, manage networks, and more. The key

point is that no one can tie it all together like Agfa. No

more fingerpointing. That’s what we bring to the table.

The majority of printers I’ve worked with are organi-

zations that are committed to automating their CTP

workflow. Generally, they a CTP device. Most have

experience with digital workflow. Most have contract

printing relationships with customers. Their produc-

tion environment isn't just one-off jobs. They want to

do repeat jobs with the new efficiency of job tickets and

other capabilities that PDF workflow (and Apogee)

brings them for printing magazines, books, and repet-

itive jobs that have a certain degree of complexity. 

Most printers recognize the benefits of PDF, and

many are moving toward it as a standard file format.

But when working with basic PDF implementations,

they may run into some walls, since it wasn’t designed

for high-end workflow. That's where Apogee comes

in. Printers love it. I mean this in all honesty. Since

Apogee solves many of the issues they’ve been strug-

gling with, they’re very glad to bring it into their pro-

duction environment. It gives users a streamlined,

powerful high-end workflow.

As printers move forward with PDF workflow, they

should consider flexibility and fit. Print applications

vary and typical production environments usually

have multiple workflows. One size does not fit all. We

need a flexible framework that can accommodate a

wide range of workflows. Apogee is an extremely flex-

ible solution, but it’s not the only one. For applica-

tions that don’t match well to Apogee, we’ll create

and integrate other workflow solutions.

PDF Workflow in
Graphic Arts
P r o d u c t i o n

Industry Perspective:
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Prime Time for

P D F

Industry Perspective:

Mark Lewiecki
MTL Associates

1 Exchange. PDF files are very portable. They can

be transmitted across OS platforms and output

to any printer. They can also be made robust,

complete, secure, and predictable as a fax.

2 Collaborate. PDF files can be reviewed on-screen

and digitally annotated during the creative cycle,

then used for final content approval during the

production cycle.

3 Edit. Unlike other editable files (e.g. native

application), PDFs are very stable. But unlike

other production formats (e.g. CT/LW), PDFs

can be easily modified at any production stage

using Acrobat or one of its many plug-ins.

4 Process. PDF files are a natural unit of produc-

tion for page-based operations like OPI, soft-

proofing, trapping and imposition.

5 Master. The ANSI Committee for Graphic Arts

Technical Standards is about to approve

"PDF/X-1". This new standard for a digital mas-

ter format could help accelerate CTP adoption.

6 Control. PDF-based job tickets (e.g. PJTF) con-

tain job specification information and can be

used to monitor, manage and automate multiple

devices/operations.

7 Solution choices. Complete turn-key production

solutions are now available. But PDF can be inte-

grated into almost any prepress workflow, and

PDF-centric solutions can be assembled from 3rd

party products at a very reasonable cost.

8 Composite vs. Separated. PDF is a composite

format – all colors are interleaved. This is ideal

for color management, soft-proofing on a moni-

tor, and outputting to a digital proofer. But it

poses some new challenges for traditional high-

end workflows.

9 ROOM vs. NORM. The momentum is shifting

away from a "ROOM" (RIP Once, Output Many)

workflow strategies. PDF-enabled "NORM"

(Normalize Once, Render Many) workflows are

gaining ground. Each has advantages, and the

debate continues.

10 When to trap. The momentum is shifting away

from application-based trapping. PDF is ideal

for rules-based trapping performed during or

after RIP’ing.

11 Remote proofing. PDF-based soft-proofing is

already available, but better support for color

management is needed. Robust PDF-based

hard-proofing tools are now coming online (e.g.

Adobe PressReady). 

12 Leading-edge developments. InDesign can directly

import, edit and export PDF. Powerful new PDF

prepress tools from Adobe and others are now

being tested.
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eKnowledge is knowledge in a digital form. It is infor-

mation within the context that makes it useful.

eKnowledge is the foundation of ePrinting. It is an

enabling technology for eServices  and eProduction. A

networked repository contains the core of digital

knowledge within any particular operating environ-

ment. As depicted in Figure 5, this eKnowledgebase

integrates information from different aspects of the

printing process: for example, eBusiness, content

origination, media production, content management,

process management, and external systems data. This

core of eKnowledge can include:

Customer & partner data — Identification of each

business, its physical and network locations, its equip-

ment, systems and data resources (capabilities), func-

tions (steps) performed in workflows, key personnel,

onsite administrator, security authorizations etc.

eService provider & printer data — Identification of

each organizational unit, its physical and network

locations, its equipment, systems and data resources

(capabilities), functions (steps) performed in work-

flows, key personnel, onsite administrator, security

authorizations etc.

eProduction resource data — Identification and map-

ping of the available components of eProduction

(internal & external) including functional capabili-

ties, capacity, and performance attributes.

Process building blocks — Definition of "standard"

workflow(s) (i.e. – process patterns) including func-

tions, action steps, dependencies, inputs, outputs,

e-KNOWLEDGE

supplies, and where performed.

Product building blocks — Definition of "standard"

media products (objects, templates) including con-

tents, versioning, co-purposing, usage rights, digital

masters, media production metadata, business rules

and archival specifications rules.

Data, information, and knowledge sharing have

always been important to the printing business.

What’s different is that the ePrint process manages

more kinds of it in digital forms and integrates it

more deeply. Sharing eKnowledge requires an infor-

mation architecture that supports a complex range of

data types: part database, part transaction, part pro-

gram, and part content or media object. 

Ring Five:
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Figure 5~eKnowlegde (source: MILLS•DAVIS)



Listen carefully. The Agfa Apogee™ system is the only high-end prepress workflow software to support PDF in its

native, open form. Apogee streamlines your entire workflow. And increases

productivity. With Apogee, everything will run a lot more smoothly. Learn more.

Call 800-227-2780, ext. 150, or create your own PDF roadmap at www.digitalroadmaps.com.

Apogee makes every

second count by

streamlining tasks

and processing jobs

right the first time.

Ah, the sweet sound of
Apogee workflow software. 

“That’s not 
right.”

“Where are 
the fonts?”

“Ask for the 
native file.”

“Is it still 
processing?”

“This won’t fit 
on CD-ROM.”

“The client has 
another change.” “Perfect.”

“Let’s go 
to lunch.”

“Everything’s 
all set.”

“Traps look 
good.”

“That was
easy.”

“Done already?”
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Bill Ray
Group InfoTech

CTP systems represent large change within the print-

ing plant that can either be a boon or a bane based

upon the stability and reliability of the digital work-

flow. Graphic arts production is complex. An indus-

trial engineer would classify it as “demand, flexible

manufacturing.” This is the most complex form of

manufacturing and typically the most expensive due

to the in-built tendency for error.  

Printers need the right architecture to automate pro-

duction. Most graphic arts workflow is obsolete. It is

designed at the level that computer science was in the

early 1970’s – e.g. based upon the process steps. The

problem in the CTP arena is not process but data. As

computer science found out twenty years ago, our

starting point for reliable workflow should be data,

not process. 

Process-based workflows (also called “pipeline” work-

flows) are too rigid. They automate process steps at

too high a level of data granularity (the document).

This approach does not lend itself to rapid adjust-

ment. Since it does not make use of existing robust

data control systems (e.g. the commercial relational

database), the pipeline workflow is fragile and prone

to systematic error. 

What level of data granularity do we need to man-

age? The fundamental (or atomic) building block of

production has moved over the years from the ele-

ment (e.g. a separation or type) to the composite page

and to the flat. Desktop-based PostScript (and PDF)

production systems have provided tools to deal with

these larger assemblages, but have reduced the tradi-

tional feedback loop structures in prepress. This

reduction means that a greater risk is taken per pro-

duction step. We can embed errors in the process that

are difficult to detect and to resolve.

The right architecture for high-performance produc-

tion is a data modeled workflow. It provides the least

complex and most reliable path for CTP conversion.

Modern CIM (computer integrated manufacturing)

systems, such as PLA by Group InfoTech, are based on

elemental data models (what we call a “cell”). 

A cell can be a text element (such as a price change), a

paragraph, a story, an illustration existing in a page or

document. Cells can be stored as PDF (portable docu-

ment format) objects or other formats. Cells allow the

user to work at simplest case at all times. Content is

separated from form. Both are stored in the database.

Changes are easily managed. Late changes affect only

the part of the page or imposition that was altered.

Control loop feedback systems are always atomic and

simple rather than composite and complex.

Data modeling allows work to get done asynchronous-

ly and in parallel. Existing pipeline (process modeled)

workflow is inherently linear due to the use of the doc-

ument as the atomic basis of work. Data modeled

workflow, being at the cellular level, is intrinsically

parallel and allows prepress to "gang up" on a job

much as in the manner of the old light table days.

T h e  R o l e  o f  t h e
D a t a b a s e  i n

eProduction Workflow

Industry Perspective:
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Figure 6~eProduction data model (source: Group InfoTech)

Data modeled workflow can be distributed across

multiple plants and printing processes. Distributed

printing systems, particularly where there is signifi-

cant amounts of regionalization of the printed prod-

uct are complex and labor intensive. One result of

data modeled workflows (and the PLA product) is

central control of remote plate and film output. Thus,

automated, regionalized output is performed without

the need of user input.

Data modeling improves information integrity.

Archive and version control are both more accurate

and more easily controlled when driven from a rela-

tional database. This is particularly true when that

database is tightly coupled with the manufacturing

system rather than simply a DAM (digital asset man-

agement) module.

Data modeling provides greater output flexibility and

control. Despite significant improvements in imposi-

tion system development, these systems remain, basi-

cally, stand alone products. For example, the PLA

data modeled imposition –- based upon the power of

the SQL database-- is both more robust due to the

use of SQL but also a rule based AI system.  Thus,

given a range of conditions, the system will automat-

ically provide the correct imposition structure based

upon press and bindery conditions.

Data modeled workflow facilitates tracking and con-

trol. Everything is launched from and goes to the

database so everything is timed and tracked. For

example, PLA allows ubiquitous tracking and control

of jobs.



Psychic Salesman!
ePrint marketing and sales person-
nel are so productive, they seem like 
mind readers to their customers

E-Savvy Ringmaster!
ePrinting is when you conduct the en-
tire business of printing, “from design 
through delivery,” as services over 
networks. Printing execs must master 
the “e”s of ePrinting.

Science or Séance?
Crack consultants, techno pit-bulls, 
razor-sharp R&D teams speak to your 
customers’ changing needs with inno-
vative new solutions.

Triple-Jointed CSR!
Net-powered environments that provide 
anytime, anywhere access to services, 
information, and support turn CSRs into 
super-CSRs and make customers ecstatic.

THe e-PRINT
P e r F o r M E R S



Synchronized Swim Team!
Synchronize your administrative op-
erations with production and custom-
er services. In ePrinting businesses, 
financial management, accounting, 
purchasing, and administration per-
form together like a water ballet.

Snake Wrestler!
High-performance prepress depends 
on good people, powerful servers, 
fast networks and integrated process 
architecture. If you want through-
put, don ’t stop the process. If you 
want to make money, don ’t touch 
that data.

Chainsaws, Alligators & Customers!
Juggle resources effortlessly. No muss / no 
fuss estimating, scheduling, production 
control and archive management. That ’s 
what ePrinting is all about.

AORTA the Insomniac!
ePrinting loves IT (information 
technology). ePrinting infra-
structure is high-power, high-
bandwidth, and high-perform-
ance. Take steps to get good at 
computing, communications, 
database administration, and 
system interfaces.

Defy Gravity
Te a c h  t h o s e  e l e p h a n t s  t o  
d a n c e  e v e r y w h e r e :  i n  t h e  
pressroom, finishing, binding, 
supplies and materials, and 
shipping. When ePrinters put 
ink (or toner) on paper, what 
differentiates them is how 
they use computer-integrated-
manufacturing to drive down 
costs, accelerate throughput, 
and add value.

One Lump or Two?
The phrenology of ePrinting 
explained! You don’t need to 
take lumps on the head (or 
in the pocketbook) to become 
a winner. Just learn faster 
than the competition.
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Executives of printing companies face challenges as

they guide their businesses into the 21st century. The

graphic arts industry is restructuring. Globalization and

consolidation are issues. Media are converging. The

industry is transitioning from analog, to digital, to net-

worked technologies as the basis for graphic communi-

cation workflow. Printers need new competencies to

deal with this. They need the technical muscle to devel-

op new solutions that meet customers changing needs.

At the same time, printing execs are challenged to

improve ROI (return on investment) and ROA (return

on assets employed). They need effective strategies to

minimize exposure, accelerate time to market, and

leverage multiple returns from these investments. 

This is where ePrinting comes in. Printing execs who

have mastered the "e"s of ePrinting have a lot going

for them: 

ePrint execs have an eBusiness relationship with major

customers and suppliers. eBusiness methods and

shared information reduce administrative costs and

time by a factor 8. Transactions get captured once and

processed multiple times. ePrinter execs can set up

supply-chain management programs to drive down

costs, develop new solutions, and raise performance.

For example, since their eInfrastructure lets them

share information with key customers and suppliers, it

becomes possible to reduce inventories and respond

rapidly to changing market demands. 

ePrint execs are surrounded by a network of ePeople.

They nurture digital culture. Everyone is on-line.

ePrinters have developed a cadre of professional and

technical resources. They have a consultative rela-

tionship with customers. They have the R&D brain-

power to innovate new products and services more

rapidly than the other guy can.

ePrint execs realize the power of eServices, whether it’s

providing 7 x 24 customer self-service or outsourcing

best-of-breed services to complement core competen-

cies. They have revamped their business cycle and

information flows to make everything happen over

networks. They have rearchitected their process to

provide integrated service offerings and exploit advan-

tages offered by dotCOM services at every stage. 

ePrint execs know the performance advantage of

eProduction. Their workflow is 100% digital, com-

puter integrated manufacturing. And it’s driven from

databases. They’re not bogged down with hybrid pro-

duction workflows (part analog, part digital) that

cost more and don’t deliver the performance. What’s

the upside? Cycle times 5 to 10 times faster. One-

third less cost. 3 to 7 times more profit.

ePrinters have eKnowledge. They’re digitally

informed. The internet provides business intelligence.

News, market and competitive activity, trends and

analyses — these are all readily available and easy to

route throughout the organization. Internally,

ePrinting execs have real-time access to business and

production information. They know what’s going on

in time to take action. Processes and results are visible.

Printing is business, but for the e-savvy ringmaster,

ePrinting is the greatest business on earth.

eSavvy
Ringmaster!
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How do you find out what your customers really

want? It’s simple. Do your homework. Spend time

talking with them. Learn their business, their needs,

their priorities. Then, you can anticipate their wishes.

Of course, this is hard to do when all your sales team’s

time is consumed with manual paperwork. Or, the

information they need is (probably) somewhere in a

file drawer (but, not here, not available). Or, when the

document cycle drags on and on. Or, communications

are cumbersome, because customers and sales staff

are geographically dispersed and travel is expensive.

Marketing and sales organizations thrive in an envi-

ronment of shared knowledge that enables simple,

timely, fast, efficient decisions and actions. For

ePrinters, this means some type of web-accessible

repository that can be viewed and searched to provide

necessary outputs. To function this way, sales reps

need greater digital literacy. It’s not enough to come

from a craft background and be knowledgeable about

traditional printing processes. 

Targeted sales strategies demand timely access to mar-

ket intelligence. Today, the internet  has become one of

the most cost-effective ways to gather, process, archive,

and retrieve information about prospects, competitors,

and industry trends. Why not go in prepared?

Establish an industry research program to anticipate

customer needs. Before a sales person makes a call,

they can have already surfed the news, performed

credit checks, and visited the prospect’s website. 

The sales team provides information about the com-

pany, its products and services to educate customers.

Before demand can be activated, a customer must

become aware of the products and services being

offered. Most printers need better sales support tools.

Why not start with a better presence on the world-

wide web? Help customers research capabilities.

Provide a window on people, programs, projects,

publications, resources, and services. The ePrinters’

website is a rich, easily accessed, interactive channel

for communicating with customers and prospects.

Go further. Imagine your sales force equipped with

laptops, networks and datatabases organized to help

them capture and share knowledge. In addition to

"public" information on the website, the sales team

can access collateral, presentations, whitepapers,

marketing materials, and even on-line seminars to

help customers learn.

During the sales cycle, why is so much of the sales

team’s time is taken up with administration? The team

tracks prospects, customers, sales calls, etc. There are

contact reports, summaries of activity, forecasts. Sales

reps prepare presentations, write proposals, deliver

quotes and estimates, and prepare contracts. 

ePrinters free-up sales personnel as much as possible

from administrative paperwork so they can concen-

trate on customers needs. They establish sales tools

that are easily accessible via the web. For example,

web-based document creation, management and

reporting tools can automate the cycle of communi-

cations and document exchange between you and

your customers. Enter information once. Manage it in

Psychic
Salesman!
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an on-line library. Let computers process it multiple

times and keep everyone informed. Web-based tools

should also include sales planning, scheduling, con-

tact reporting, expense reporting, proposal develop-

ment tools, and access to internal libraries.

To illustrate, when the sales team defines customer

requirements and project specifications, what gets

defined? They specify the outputs and output quali-

ty, delivery method, services and service levels, cycle

time, cost and performance parameters of the job.

They identify the workflow: who will do what, when,

where, how, and how much. How can the printer

accelerate this process? Let the sales team use a

library of examples and templates accessible over the

net, collaborative development tools, and net-based

review and approval process.

Estimates and quotes determine what the project/job

will cost based on what is known about it. To speed

this process, employ a computer-aided estimating

process driven from a database, with immediate

access and interaction enabled for everyone involved

in the decision process. For this, the printer needs

standard terminology, information forms, and trade

customs to specify jobs and delivery of services over

networks. 

Better still, let demand drive the sales cycle. Offer

customer self-service over the net to enable a prospect

or customer to provide specifications, or request a

quotation, bid, or proposal. ePrinters provide busi-

ness-to-business documents, trade practices, guide-

lines and forms via the network. Browser-based forms

collect data from the customer to define the project.

This information flows automatically into an estimat-

ing subsystem, and returns a quotation (bid docu-

ment) back to the customer. 

Service agreements define obligations between par-

ties—what will be done, by whom, when and where,

and with what resources and workflow. ePrinters

negotiate agreements by e-mail based on bids and

estimates. This process creates a service manifest or

job ticket automatically that specifies the complete

product, all processes to be applied, and all services

to be delivered.

Sales and marketing people don’t have to be mind

readers to seem like it to your customers. It just takes

the right infrastructure and systems. What is the

upside? An ePrint sales team is 3 to 5 times more pro-

ductive. Cost per sale is lower. They generate more

revenue per salesperson. 

“ePrinters free-up sales 
personnel as much as possible
from administrative paperwork

so they can concentrate on
customers needs. .”
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No, it’s not enough just to be good at what you do and

to be efficient at it. Printers must learn to speak to

their customers’ changing needs by developing new

solutions that are relevant to them. 

ePrinters speak in tongues: namely, business, print-

ing, internet, and technology. It takes business savvy

and consultative skills to discern and respond to your

customer’s changing priorities. It takes technical

brainpower and agile organization to develop and

speed deployment of the new solutions they need. 

ePrinters provide consultative services, research and

development, and technical expertise to customers.

They anticipate, understand, and develop new solu-

tions. They innovate and capture new sources of

value. They do it faster than the other guy.

ePrinters organize professional services as a practice.

Practice management is a process that governs plan-

ning and acquisition of new business, conduct of

assignments, and evaluation of business performed. 

Definition of technical programs and projects is typi-

cally based on a lifecycle model that defines a stan-

dard set of services, divided into phases and tasks,

with standard documentation requirements, formats

and decision points. This cycle of activities may

include fact finding, problem definition, requirements

and feasibility studies, solution design, development,

pilot testing, installation, training, parallel opera-

tions, and transition management. Also, one of the

key responsibilities of such a group is the evolution of

the technical infrastructure that powers internal

processes and links the printer and its value chain

partners.

What sort of infrastructure is needed to support high-

productivity professional services? Enabling infra-

structure includes facilities, computing, communica-

tions, and information systems. 

Since professional service operations are geographi-

cally distributed, the enabling infrastructure must

provide a platform for a thoroughly "e-way" of doing

business. Make laptops, palm-computers, and cell-

phones into web-powered offices. 

Professionals should be able to access what they need

whereever they are working. Deploy integrated com-

puting and information services. Provide anytime/

anywhere access to data and applications, cross-plat-

form computing and communications, and IT sup-

port. Establish robust knowledge worker tool suites

(e.g. – intelligence gathering, research, libraries,

ePrinter resources, authoring, presentations, publica-

tions, and knowledge sharing), and virtual office

suites (including program and project management,

administrative and financial systems). 

Printers need the cranial capacity to solve customer

problems. While they don’t exactly have to "speak in

tongues," these professionals do need the skills to be

able to listen, consult, and innovate. Plus, it takes an

appropriate management process and infrastructure

to make them fully productive.

Science or
Séance?
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CSRs initiate projects over the network. They receive

executed agreements or purchase orders authorizing

work to be performed. Log the project. They enter

initial data for a project or job. Where possible, this

data comes come from an earlier step already record-

ed in the database. This includes job specifications,

schedules, customer info, terms, authorizations, etc.

Since current contracts and job specifications are dig-

itally available, CSRs can make sure that no steps are

missed and that extras get billed accordingly.

CSRs set-up jobs interactively. They review specifica-

tions. They pre-test processes. Then, they configure

customer and supplier environments to the require-

ments of the service agreement, including applicable

standards and trade practices for business, process,

content, and communications. Before a job begins,

the CSR and customer down load any resources (tem-

plates, plug-ins, profiles, etc.) that may be required.

They follow set-up and confirmation procedures to

certify that customer and supplier systems are syn-

chronized. For example, to set-up to process SWOP

color across the network, both CSR and customer

could calibrate their input, viewing, and digital

proofing devices, etc. as required for this color speci-

fication. After, they would communicate the results of

the set-up procedure to each other as confirmation. 

CSRs receive materials from customer. The ideal is to

receive 100% of customer input via the network.

CSRs perform job triage. They recognize what’s miss-

ing from a job (fonts, images, embedded files). This

is the first stage of preflight. Often this is decoupled

from later preflight stages, so that missing items can

be identified quickly.

CSRs perform or oversee performance of preflight

checking. The purpose of preflight is to maintain the

integrity of information and material flows between

functions and organizations. Preflight is performed

Triple-Jointed

CSR!
Why are CSR jobs designed for heroes and contor-

tionists, rather than average employees? Todays CSRs

must have a range of business, technical, job, people,

and communication skills. They fill all the gaps in the

production process. Frequently, it’s the CSR who

must provide front-line technical support and explain

away process limitations. No wonder printers have

had difficulty finding the right people to be CSRs and

cultivating them. Disconnects in infrastructure, infor-

mation, and systems don’t make it easy to please the

customer. 

Now there’s a way to turn an average employee into a

super-CSR. Put CSRs on the net in an environment

that provides anytime, anywhere access to services,

information and support. What happens? Customers

are so ecstatic about the service that they don’t want

to go anywhere else. As one customer described it:

"E-Printing is better than sex!" 

How does this come about? To start with, the CSR and

everyone else are on the network. They have the tools

to manage projects across and extended enterprise.

They’re ePeople. They have the technical training.
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before and following transfer of information to ensure

that agreed service parameters have been met. Today,

the problem is that the process of preflight is defensive,

not proactive. It is not performed before, that is: while

the job is being built. And it relies on a large amount of

manual (rather than automatic) processing. 

For ePrinting CSRs, the goal is pre-problem preflight.

Make it right the first time. Preflight solutions inte-

grate into a total workflow. Software imports job

specifications to create a job jacket. These specifica-

tions tailor plug-ins, filters, and extensions to appli-

cation programs. Customer premises preflight tools

automatically check all aspects of the job—bleeds,

trims, PMS colors, color management, type, etc.— for

any condition that could affect down stream process-

ing, as well as for subsequent use and reuse of digital

assets. After job submission, CSR systems recapitu-

late these preflight checks.

CSRs oversee the communication of proofs and the

completion of validation steps. Validation establishes

successful completion of a task or process, or the

meeting of an expectation. For example, across net-

works, color and appearance become service expecta-

tions. These expectations are set as part of the service

agreement. CSRs and customers confirm them

through set-up and preflight procedures. The valida-

tion step is typically a color-managed remote digital

proof. Both soft proofing on screen and digital print-

ing may be used. All parties can have confidence in

the digital proof, because all adhere to standard set-

ups that synchronize their different systems. Color

expectations are fulfilled unambiguously.

CSRs manage revision cycles. Cycle times are com-

pressing all across the value chain. But, customers

expect to make revisions and corrections up until the

last minute. Content and production systems must

accommodate late changes easily and economically.

ePrinting CSRs have information systems, databases,

and production interfaces that enable easy schedule

adjustments, reassignment of work, and tracking and

review of status, and accounting for changes made.

CSRs orchestrate acceptance of final products.

ePrinters are moving towards e-commerce scenarios,

where delivery of the final output fulfills the service

agreement. This triggers payment and disposition

activities. However, when things don’t quite work out,

customers sometimes try to deflect cost and responsi-

bility away from themselves when clearly inappropri-

ate. The solution is better information and communi-

cations. ePrinting CSRs have immediate access to all

information pertaining to the job including the cur-

rent agreement, modifications, customer supplied

materials and information, tracking information, and

all communications within the process as well as with

the customer.

CSRs answer customer questions. They provide auto-

matic notifications and other information across the

network. They use web forms, computer-generated

reporting, and interactive services that are tailored to

the customer. Customers get what they want, when

and where they want it, and in a form they can use.

Today, so much of a CSRs time is spent chasing down

information. ePrinting CSRs and their customers

have easy 7x24 access to all pertinent information.

Both can see the same displays over the net, so every-

one plays from the same sheet of music.

Your CSRs don’t have to be contortionists to deliver

flexible, lightning-fast service to your customer. All it

takes is trained people empowered by an infrastruc-

ture and process that makes them productive. 

And here is the really good part: CSRs get the same

work done with 1/2 the effort. They have more time

to spend on project pre-planning (doing it right the

first time), customer training (avoiding problems

before they happen), and working with customers to

improve service, rather than fight fires.



With the affordable e-business solution from Collabria, you can meet your customers’ demands for web-based 
ordering, printing, and billing. You’ll quickly discover how e-business can strengthen client relationships and 
increase profitability. Collabria is already the proven e-business choice for over two hundred customers. Isn’t it 
time you joined the revolution? To find out more, call 1-888-998-1777, or visit www.collabria.com

Introducing the next revolution in printing. Collabria is the fast, 
cost-effective way for you to conduct e-business with your customers.

Factoid: Gutenberg is generally credited as the father of European printing, though printing dates back to 11th century China.

e-Business Solutions for Printing–Today!

. 

1450
Gutenberg invents the printing press

1999
Collabria invents e-business for printing

. 
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Production control includes estimating, scheduling,

archiving, and production management. Its job is to

plan and schedule production, allocate and juggle

resources, solve problems, and keep things moving. In

theory, at least. 

First, the bad news. The reality for many printers is

that production management has become a bottle-

neck. Here are some of the symptoms:

• The printer has different systems for job entry,

shop floor management, accounting, time

reporting, inventory management, supplies and

materials handling. Systems don’t interconnect.

Critical data is constantly re-entered. This leads

to accuracy and data integrity problems, as well

as gaps in information from one stage of the

process to another. Even worse, it leads to dis-

crepancies between the printer’s data and his

customer’s files. 

• The system for task tracking and costing is

essentially manual. Information about the status

of the job (for example, do we have all of the

required inputs?) is kept in a file folder. It’s not

visible. The status of the job ticket is not tracked.

Chargeable alterations occur. The printer is not

communicating this to the customer.  The print-

er is not billing timely for changes. 

• Scheduling is only prioritization. A scheduling

"big board" is maintained separately and doesn’t

connect with other systems. Decisions are based

on what’s available to work on, not customer

requirements. Scheduling is reactive, not proac-

tive. Any effort to handle tasks in parallel causes

schedule and cost problems. 

• Internal record keeping for materials tracking is

disjointed. Reporting is unavailable. Sales reps

and CSRs, for example, keep spreadsheets man-

ually and report manually to customers about

the use of materials. 

• Performance measurement is anemic. Estimates

are not developed with a work breakdown struc-

ture (or level of detail) to set performance targets

and measure success. Quotes and estimates get

issued before customer input files have been val-

idated. Performance isn’t tracked, so the printer

has no way to learn to do better by analyzing

quotes and specifications against the material

actually received. The printer has no effective

way to "autopsy" bad jobs.

Now, the good news.  There’s a way to juggle

resources effortlessly. That’s what ePrinting is all

about. No muss/no fuss estimating, scheduling, pro-

duction control and archive management. Five times

greater throughput, with about half the effort. How

do they do it?

ePrinters enter data once, process it multiple times.

When the production team receives job or job ele-

ments from a customer (physical, digital, network, it

accesses initial data for a job including job specifica-

tions, customer info, etc. and adds other information.

No time is wasted reentering job ticket data. The

updated job ticket is simultaneously available elec-

tronically and in hard copy. Digital job tickets and

databases to record schedules and events are enabling

technologies of computer-integrated-manufacturing. 

Chainsaws, Alligators,

& Customers!
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ePrinters practice “pre-problem preflight.” The pro-

duction team uses software tools to recheck that cus-

tomer supplied data to ensure that it conforms to

manufacturing specifications. Since the authoring

process has already applied these tests, input is near-

ly 100% acceptable. Job triage uses information from

the online service agreement, specifications and cus-

tomer files and results of preflight examinations to

determine what’s missing from a job (fonts, images,

embedded files) and what, if anything, needs fixing. 

ePrinters model production workflow using databases.

The production team plans the job process on the

network. They use process templates from the

eProduction database to map the correct manufac-

turing flow for the job. Production planning links

directly to the estimating and scheduling sub-sys-

tems. Production estimates establish a work break-

down structure with sufficient detail to set perfor-

mance targets and predict, as accurately as possible,

what the job production will cost based on what is

known about it. 

ePrinters schedule work proactively. The scheduling

database is integrated with other production informa-

tion. The production team uses computer application

to allocate the equipment, materials, and personnel to

produce the job and establish the start and stop times

for completion of work in a manner that meets cus-

tomer commitments and optimizes throughput. 

ePrinters track jobs automatically. eProduction work-

flow uses servers to coordinate tasks (wherever they

take place across the network) as well as track status

and keep everyone informed. Every person, step,

task, device, and item has a URL (an identity and

location on the net). Each communicates with the

production database recording the status of all com-

ponents of the job as it flows through the shop. 

ePrinters have business and production information

on-line. As a result, their production control is flexi-

ble, up-to-the-minute, and almost bulletproof. Since

agreement, quote, and job status are on the net and

being updated continually, everyone involved can

receive notifications automatically. Customers can

have 7 x 24 access to job status information via the

web. Production status is always visible. 

ePrinters know and take action when something goes

wrong. Problem reporting is immediate. Servers mon-

itor the state of resources and the execution of tasks

in the workflow. Software analyzes performance at

variance with expected norms, signal situations

requiring action, provide exception alerts, and (as

appropriate) take corrective actions. Problem resolu-

tion is proactive.

ePrinters measure performance and know what

things cost. Production systems automate the track-

ing what was done, and the resources consumed at

each step of production in a way that permits accu-

rate determination of costs, by activity, cost-center,

and job. 

You don’t have to be a circus juggler to make jobs flow

efficiently through a shop. However, with a few good

people, and the right process and infrastructure to

make them productive, you can make it all look easy. 
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Therefore,
PLA is the Future,

TODAY!

eProduction:
PLA provides a flexible, CIM-based 
elemental workflow architecture 
for parallel & asynchronous pre-
press production from content 
origination through platemaking. 
PLA’s database-driven process or-
chestrates elements of asset man-
agement, variable field printing, 
large element stripping table, con-
trol of multiple and remote print 
sites, tracking and scheduling, and 
integration of workflow from the 
graphic application to press.  

Workflow is the future.

Computer-integrated
manufacturing wins!

Data models
automate CIM.

PLA is the practical
way to implement
database-driven CIM.

PLA tracks and
times everything.

PLAy
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When is being a prepress and premedia operator like

being a digital snake handler? Whenever it takes man-

ual intervention to keep the process moving without

getting bit. The skill involved merits our applause, but

we rarely recommend this as a recipe for profit.

High-performance prepress is computer-integrated

manufacturing. There are no islands of automation.

Process steps are networked. Work gets done where it

makes the most sense. Servers manage the informa-

tion in databases, coordinate tasks, track status, and

keep everyone informed. Workflow can be 5 times

faster, with about half the effort. How is this possible?

New solutions for content origination are part of the

answer. Some of these are itemized in Figure 7.

ePrinters drive content origination with a new para-

digm — one that supports collaborative multi-use

authoring and management of changes up until the

last minute equally well. The new content origination

paradigm is this: “Author pages, but manage ele-

ments of content and layout as objects in a database.”

The enabling principle is that all media products have

underlying forms and structures that can be

described with metadata in essentially mathematical

terms. This means that publications such as books or

magazines can be modeled in this way. Variations in

content and design variations can be modeled in this

way. So can cross-media derivations. 

The ePrinter front-end workflow processes content

elements and metadata asynchronously. For cus-

tomers this means that content changes can be contin-

uous. Changes can bind late. Since content and layout

are stored separately, composition can be dynamic. 

As part of the front-end process, ePrinters manage

digital assets. It’s common for customers to want to

use some images and content repeatedly. One exam-

ple is a recurring publication. Another is a media

product with several versions. Marketing campaigns

and product launches usually produce a variety of

media products at differing points in time that share

common graphic, visual, and editorial elements. Also,

it is becoming common for a publication to have both

a print and web instantiation.

Without digital asset management, multi-use is diffi-

cult and often cost-prohibitive.  We can only restart

from scratch. Digital asset management gives rapid

access to contents, and we can move them easily

between applications. Multi-use becomes practical.

We typically enter a desktop application, deconstruct

what we’ve done before, re-manipulate elements, add

new assets, then re-compose to build a new media

product. But, this process may still be labor-intensive

for some categories of output. 

ePrinters have the infrastructure to produce 1-to-1

marketing communications or mass-customized ver-

sions of media products. Increasingly, the customer

wants versions, variations, and highly focused print

runs. Targeting information comes from customer

(and industry) databases. For most printers, these are

Snake
Wrestler!
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off-line or not interfaced with the printer’s internal

production process. Also, some customers want to

track the performance of elements of a printed com-

munication and integrate this with their internal

business, marketing and decision-making systems.

But, often the information managed by the printer (for

example, contents and distribution) is not available

digitally or interfaced with customer systems. ePrinters

go further. They combine digital asset management

with dynamic composition technology, data mining

and data warehousing, and the disciplines of media

"meta-design" and content authoring for multi-use.

Another reason for high-performance is the new solu-

tions for media production. Some of these are item-

ized in Figure 8.

High performance workflow depends on several things:

good people, powerful servers, fast networks, and inte-

grated architectures that automate entire processes.

For many printers, disconnects or dysfunction associ-

ated with current operation cause pain and delays.

Most printers have a production workflow that is a

hybrid of analog, digital, and networked elements.

The solution is to get networked and 100% digital,

and to get the analog out of the workflow. 

Service Description
Consultation Plan media products and programs. Develop creative, technical, and production

solutions.
Customer marketing &
merchandising

Interface with customer and external systems for audience targeting inputs,
content usage tracking.

Data warehousing Integrate and manage customer and external data sources used for variable
printing and 1:1 marketing communications.

Data mining Analyze and refine data sources used in variable printing and 1:1 marketing
communications

Copy dot scanning Scan repro film and flats.
Photography Develop imagery using conventional and digital photography.
Scanning Scan imagery from film or reflective media.
Color editing Color correct images
Image editing Manipulate imagery including masking, compositing, and photo-enhancement.
Illustration Prepare illustrations
Design Create layouts and design templates
Content & media asset
management

Store and maintain customer data resources including essential content (text,
graphics, images, video) and metadata used for production control and variable
data printing.

Asset multi-purposing Organize and manage customer data resources in a way that facilitates their re-
use, re-expression in print and other media.

Customer access Allow customers 7x24 access to their content & media assets. Provide appropriate
methods to classify, index, and search repositories.

Content proofing Produce preliminary output locally for review by customer.
Remote content proofing Produce preliminary output at a remote location, by sending a composed data

stream to a remote display and/or printing device.
Collaborative markup Allow online, real-time interaction between customer(s) and supplier(s), wherein

changes made on one user’s computer are rendered on other, remote computers.

Figure 7~Content origination services (source: MILLS•DAVIS)
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A problem that many printers have is that correction

and communication cycles are inefficient. Internal

communications between sales, CSR, production

management, prepress (creative and production),

pressroom, etc. are slow. Customers are not on-line or

not integrated into the error-correction process over

the net. Correction and approval delays can account

for half of the cycle time of the job. 

ePrinters remove communications as a source of

delays. Analog communications slow everything

down. The new value equation is infrastructure.

ePrinters flow all communications across the net.

They displace messengers, faxes, overnight couriers,

and sneaker net. They use databases to keep track of

commitments, schedules and status, orchestrate

work, keep track of versions, route assets to their

next destination, and keep everyone informed.

Service Description
Preflight Examine each job to ensure that it is complete and ready to run, as error-free as

possible.
Production layout &
assembly

Assemble content elements and layouts into page-spreads into signatures for
output to digital printer, film recorder, or platesetter.

Versioning Provide the capability to change specific information (e.g., prices) on each page.
Each version is designed for a specific target market. Version changes are often
made only to a single color (usually black), and are often text-only.

Variable composition Provide the capability to replace and re-layout page elements  dynamically based
upon some online or offline (e.g., imported) data source.

Local proofing Produce preliminary output for review by customer and supplier.
Remote proofing Produce preliminary output at a remote location, by sending a composed data

stream to a remote display and/or printing device.
Collaborative markup Allow online, real-time interaction between customer(s) and supplier(s), wherein

changes made on one user’s computer are rendered on other remote computers.
Work-in-process asset
management

Provide "fail-safe" storage and access to all elements being used to produce
customer outputs.

Print manager/ spoolers Use servers to queue and submit page files to printers, film recorders, and plate
making devices.

OPI Use servers to manage low-resolution and high-resolution versions of an image
and permit hi-resolution substitutions during pre-press production.

Stripping and Imposition Assemble page elements, pages, and page-spreads into signatures for output to
digital printer, film recorder, or platesetter.

Trapping Adjust pages (by expanding or shrinking areas slightly) to compensate for
peculiarities of the printing process.

Font management Deliver fail-safe integrity of type resource starting with intake of job elements.
Process pipelining Accelerate workflow by scripting two or more functions in a workflow so that the

output from one step directly drives the next step with no operator intervention.
Late binding Permit changes economically up until the last minute by using workflows and

elemental data structures that can be modified when required without affecting
other parts of the job.

Color management Establish and meet service expectations for color and appearance with a total end-
to-end solution embracing customer and suppliers.

Remote RIP management Use servers and elemental workflows to service one or more geographically
removed output locations from a central location.

Large-format film/plates Output press-ready imagery using computer to film, computer to plate equipment.

Figure 8~Media production services (source: MILLS•DAVIS)
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Documentation of processes and task procedures is

on-line and available to everyone as needed.

ePrinters use color management across all stages of

the process: from customer to prepress to pressroom.

Internal “closed loop” methods have been supple-

mented with networked color management tech-

niques. Internal proofs are digital. Customer proofs

are printed remotely, rather than delivered by mes-

senger and courier. 

The fastest workflow is the one that is travels the

fewest steps and is touched by the fewest hands. A

bunch of PCs configured as “islands of automation”is

not efficient. It’s electrified pick-and-shovel work.

There is altogether too much stopping and starting,

duplication of effort, and waiting, waiting, waiting. 

ePrinters use networks and databases as the engine

for extreme performance. They use database-driven

production to streamline tasks, perform work in par-

allel, and dramatically accelerate throughput —

delivering output as much as 3 to 5 times faster.

They’re using PDF (portable document format) for

workflow breakthroughs from design to delivery.

They automate and pipeline OPI, RIPing, trapping,

and imposition with operator review and approval.

Another key to cycle time reduction is to automate

processes beyond company boundaries. ePrinters

eliminate information barriers between value chain

partners. They link internal primary data repositories

and business applications with those of their partners

to allow faster product development and distribution

with higher product quality. Also, they realign the

organization to fit the process. A side benefit is that

fewer people are required to “sit at the gates”

between the ePrinter and its partners.

Networks, digital asset management, and e-business

are powerful tools for driving down the costs of print-

ing. For example, it is possible to automate reorders

and custom reprints with direct links to customer and

supplier systems. Customization can be applied and

the product dynamically recomposed. Reprints that

formerly required weeks can be completed in days

while minimum inventories in the warehouse can be

safely cut in half.

Your prepress people don’t have to be snake handlers

to deliver high-performance eProduction. It takes

networks, automation, and database-driven process-

es. Remember, if you want throughput, don’t stop the

process; and if you want to make money, don’t touch

that data.
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Wo r k f l o w
Au t o m a t i o n

Industry Perspective:

Chuck Weger
Elara Systems

• Ten years ago, clients were happy when you told

them you could turn around a job in two weeks.

But in the Internet Time that drives eCommerce,

the lack of slack in the schedule means you have

to automate to survive.

• Every minute that a skilled person spends star-

ing at a progress bar inching across the screen is

money down the drain. Faster computers are

only one part of the answer; the more complete

solution involves getting the computer to do the

drudge work, the no-brainer tasks, the stuff that

wastes your staff’s time. This is workflow

automation.

• Using scripting to automate prepress processes

can help reduce errors, by reducing the number

of decisions a person has to make when produc-

ing a job. It gives average workers a boost by

making the hard stuff easier.

• In skilled hands, scripting can also augment the

user’s abilities, and make their expertise count

more where it’s needed. Think of it as a “work-

flow amplifier.”

• Workflow automation means more than just tak-

ing your existing processes and scripting them; if

you automate a poorly thought-out process, it

won’t get much better, and it may get worse.

• Automation in the prepress and print shop of

today can range from simple things such as auto-

matically filing and preflighting incoming jobs, to

managing entire workflows from start to finish.

• What can be automated? Today, almost anything

that doesn’t require the user physically drawing

with a mouse on the page can be partially or

completely automated. This leaves your staff free

to do the creative work they’re good at.

• Early attempts at workflow automation, such as

Luminous OPEN, used a “pipeline” approach to

move jobs from one stage to another. A better

approach builds the intelligence into the job

components themselves, and lets each compo-

nent “decide” when it’s ready to move to the next

processing step.

• In an automated ePrinting environment, every-

thing depends on databases. Today, most of

those are in-house only; tomorrow, successful

companies will have their databases net-enabled,

so their suppliers and customers can participate.

• In 1989, we were automating simple color cor-

rections with command-line scripts on Hell

Chromacom systems; in 1999, we’re using

AppleScript driving QuarkXPress, InDesign, and

Photoshop to build complete database-driven

catalog workflows; where will we be in 2009?
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Teach those elephants to dance. When ePrinters put

ink (or toner) on paper, what differentiates them is

how they use computer-integrated-manufacturing to

drive down the cost of adding value. 

Wait a minute. The problems in the press-room,

bindery and finishing operation are not new. For exam-

ple: inflexible production configurations; excessive set-

up and make-ready, waiste, and  poor communication

between prepress, press, and post-press stages. 

What’s new is that computer integrated manufactur-

ing and new printing technology is changing the per-

formance equation. For example: economical run-

lengths from 10 to 10 million. Significantly faster set-

up and make-ready. Blazing cycle-time reduction.

Lower materials consumption and waste. 

That’s music you can dance to. Huge throughput.

Amazing materials management. Fantastic finishing.

Yet, all so flexible.

To keep presses rocking and rolling, ePrinters auto-

mate. Digital technologies have proven economics

that are only getting better. Digital solutions reduce

set-up and make ready, eliminate waste, speed

throughput, and improve control. For digital imag-

ing solutions such as computer-to-plate, film, or

press,performance is shooting up; costs are coming

down; total workflow solutions make them very

productive. 

Digital printing is exploding. There’s color, small for-

mat to large, run-lengths form 1 to 1 million; and

variable printing and finishing. Also, there’s new life

for litho, flexo, and gravure. High-performance press-

es combined and computer-integrated manufacturing

solutions are accelerating throughput. New presses are

faster, more reliable, and require fewer people. 

ePrinters don’t stop the music in the press room. They

are integrating press and post-press operations. This

is what CIP3 is all about. A press is now a printing

system with a digital spigot coming in and going out.

Soon finishing and bindery devices will be web-

enabled. Finishing and binding equipment needn’t be

an island of automation if it's network-enabled.

Similarly, ePrinters are linking materials and supply

management systems with shop floor (and enterprise)

management systems.

Your press and post-press people don’t have to lum-

ber around like a herd of elephants to build an agile,

high-performance printing operation. What it takes is

a team that’s willing to learn, the right infrastructure

and systems, common sense, good information, and a

sense of humor.

Defy
Gravity!
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What happened to administration? It used to be sink or

swim over there. (Mostly sink, I think.) Now everyone

knows what it costs in time to do something right! 

It's an ePrinting business. Administration, purchasing,

financial management and accounting perform togeth-

er like a water ballet. It’s a synchronized administrative

team. They integrate data needed to run the business

and deliver the right information, at the right time,

anywhere it is needed, in a form that can be used.

How? First, they got together with other parts of the

organization to figure out what data they really need-

ed to run the business, where it is, and who’s going to

be responsible for it. As a team, they built a common

information architecture and standardized the data

naming. E-savvy management aligned data steward-

ship responsibilities so that now everyone knows who

is responsible for the integrity of specific data. As a

result, accounting has a robust costing model and a

basis for flexible cost tracking and cost reporting.

What then? They consolidated databases. This

proved to be more a political issue than a technical

difficulty. They eliminated redundant systems and

replaced legacy systems that could not be interfaced

with the enterprise resource database(s). The team

integrated (interfaced) shop floor and production

systems with business systems. That was a big step.

Next, they put all business information online and

provided the tools to manipulate and report it.

Accounting used to not always know that jobs were

done in time for the month end cut-off, billing and

other accounting requirements. Nobody’s kicking

sand in their faces any more.

With their own house more in order, they set out to

extend the enterprise. They reached out to major cus-

tomers and suppliers to interconnect with their sys-

tems and databases. Now they pass information to,

and obtain information from, external systems. They

conduct all phases of the business cycle including

purchasing, bill presentment and payments electron-

ically across the network. 

Here’s the good part. ePrinter administrative teams

get the job done with about half the effort and one-

third the time. No more holding your breath, waiting

for financial reports and customer information. It’s

seconds, not weeks. 

Plus, integrated data is the foundation for other cost-

saving programs: for example, customer financing

and credit; shorter billing to receivable cycles; and

preferred customer and supplier programs. 

Your administrative team doesn’t have to get in over

its head to deliver timely information. Just work with

all parts of the business, and use the right infrastruc-

ture and systems. This just takes common sense, good

information, and a sense of humor.

Synchronized
Swim Team!
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ePrinting infrastructure is high-power, high-band-

width, and high-performance. It is always on, always

providing real-time access (AORTA) 7-days a week,

24-hours a day. Within 3-years more than 80% of

industry profits will come from workflow conducted

over networked infrastructure.

Networks, information repositories, and enabling ser-

vices technologies power the infrastructure for

ePrinting. This foundation is prerequisite. The

enabling infrastructure may be built from off-the-

shelf hardware, software products, and customized

applications. Alternatively, it may be outsourced and

acquired as services without capital investment.

Figure 9, following this page, depicts the foundation

technologies of ePrinting. These architectural ele-

ments include network, security, distributed objects,

directory services, information repositories, digital

asset management, workflow management, and e-

business enabling technologies.

Network. The most basic building block, the network

is the physical interconnection of devices to enable

information transfer and access. Properly implement-

ed, the network allows high-bandwidth, seamless

communication within the enterprise and across the

entire supply chain. 

Security. Security protects information and enables

access to appropriate users. The wider information is

distributed - to suppliers, partners, customers, and

others - the more important the role that security

plays. Security techniques such as encryption may be

applied at the application level, or used in conjunc-

tion with Directory Services.

Distributed object framework. This framework

allows an object to reside anywhere on the network

and communicate with other distributed objects

transparently. This facilitates business logic encapsu-

lation, re-use, reduced maintenance cost, and plug-

and-play development using existing off-the-shelf

components. 

Directory services. Directory services classify infor-

mation and users according to preset rules or profile

for better access and distribution. 

Information repositories. Information repositories

are the various types of databases and file systems

that organize, store, and retrieve the enterprise’s data. 

Digital asset management. Digital asset manage-

ment is a system, repository, and enabling workflow

process for managing publishable content and media

such as images, illustrations, documents, audio, video

and physical (non-digital) elements. Asset repository

functions include organizing, viewing, indexing,

abstracting, translation, searching, browsing, archiv-

ing, purging, reviewing, revising, versioning, track-

ing, and auditing of files. This includes uploading

and downloading files or viewing information any-

where across the net, depending on the access per-

missions, and automatic email notifications. The pur-

pose is to provide easy querying, asset identification,

metadata retrieval, asset conversion, and export into

publishing applications. 

A.O.R.T.A
the Insomniac!
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Digital asset managers and workflow solutions typi-

cally remain separate products. Storage space and

server power make the asset repository work. Tight

integration with other systems makes it useful. 

Workflow management. Workflow is the structured

movement of documents or media across an organi-

zation for purpose of performing activities in a col-

laborative process that includes cataloging, develop-

ment, evaluation, sign-off, and archiving. Workflow

management functions include definition, coordina-

tion and tracking project status, assigned tasks, ver-

sions, overall cost, completion date and deliverables.

Also, it may include generation and management of

job tickets for different applications in order to com-

municate detailed job specifications. 

What are ePrinters doing about infrastructure?

ePrinters love IT (information technology). They rec-

ognize the importance of this new infrastructure to

the future of the printing business. 

ePrinters are taking steps to get good at computing,

communications, database administration, and sys-

tem interfaces. These are vital to their success. They

either invest to develop these skills in-house technical

resources, or outsource for them.

ePrinters have examined their current infrastructure.

When they found they had accumulated pieces of

incompatible infrastructure over the years (for exam-

ple: low-bandwidth networks, fragmented data files,

and business systems and production systems that

didn’t connect), they have taken steps to undo this. 

eServices

eProduction

Digital Asset Mgmt. Workflow Management

Information Repositories

Network
• Security
• Distributed Object Framework
• Directory Services

eKnowledge

Figure 9~eInfrastructure (source: MILLS•DAVIS)
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In building an enabling infrastructure for ePrinting,

there are several IT challenges. These include: 

First, integrate networks. Consolidate disparate net-

work and resource segments as well as multiple,

standalone networks. Provide global connectivity

through alignment with Internet Protocols. Internally,

get fast pipes (local area networks that transmit data)

and high-capacity servers (computers that store

information and orchestrate processes). Don't skimp.

This is the bedrock of your new infrastructure.

Second, consolidate databases. It is cheaper and

faster to store and work with visual information in a

digital form. Establish common information architec-

ture. Eliminate redundant systems and data. This

requires cross-functional planning and collaboration. 

Third, streamline processes and systems. To reach a

global audience without large incremental invest-

ment, deploy web-based applications built upon uni-

versally available browser platforms. Move beyond

dedicated client-server application development,

which is expensive to deploy and manage. Look for

ways to automate entire processes and eliminate com-

plex processes that require time-intensive training

and maintenance. 

Fourth, distribute applications capability so that all

employees, no matter where they are or what lan-

guage they speak, have real-time access to the appli-

cations and information they need—using Internet-

standard applications. Provide secure access to sys-

tems and information appropriately—to the right

people, at the right time. Externally, start doing busi-

ness with customers and suppliers over networks.

Implement basic building blocks of e-commerce,

process management, and knowledge sharing.

The good news is that printing execs now can choose

whether they want to build (own) or subscribe to

(rent) enabling infrastructure and technical services

to support their transition to a 21st century infra-

structure. Either way is possible. 

Choose the infrastructure approach that makes the

best business sense. What are the trade-offs? On the

“own” side of the equation is total control, flexibility

to customize, and dedicated in-house resources. On

the “subscribe or lease” side is removal of up-front

capital costs from the equation, access to external

expertise, and ongoing service charges and switching

costs. The infrastructure as services strategy is inter-

esting because it removes capital costs from the pro-

ject ROI equation.
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What are ePrinters thinking about? It’s probably not

what the other guy is thinking about. ePrinters know

that the future isn’t going to be business as usual.

They understand that the building blocks of ePrinting

are networked services (eServices), databases

(eKnowledge), and computer-integrated all-digital

workflow (eProduction).

That’s why ePrinters are reworking the architecture

of their business to link closely to customers and sup-

pliers and get their business process is on-line. They

plan to outperform the other guy by 5-10 times.

That’s why they’re jettisoning hybrid production

workflow (part analog, part digital) that costs more

and doesn't deliver the performance. 

From time to time, all printers face difficult and

sometimes painful choices regarding their future

technical infrastructure, processes, organization,

markets, and business design. This is not new. It’s

everyday reality.

On the other hand, printers have limited resources to

invest and so must choose projects carefully while

successfully handling day-to-day problems. So, don’t

over complicate the problem. Remember that the e-

future doesn’t have to happen all at once. 

If ePrinting has a phrenology, it can be explained this

way: You don’t need to take lumps on the head (or in

the pocketbook) to become a winner. Any business

can make this transition. Just learn faster than the

competition.

Commitment is what the printer needs, not heroics.

It is not necessary to “hit a home run” every time at

the plate. Several productive “at-bats” are more

important than big plays. Just get a hit. Get on base.

Get another turn at bat. Learn and improve. Success

builds on success. 

Figure 10, following this page, depicts a strategy for

learning faster than the competition. We call it the

cycle of understanding. Here is how it works:

1 By understanding your changing environment and

how your customers needs are changing, you can...

2 Identify new sources of value and improved ways

to deliver it to customers,

One Lump,
or Two?
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3 Assess the value of what you offer and your posi-

tion in the competitive landscape,

4 Configure a more valuable (and sustainable) mix

of products, services and processes in ways that

make sense to your customers and provide com-

petitive advantage, which...

5 Enables you to learn from the market more

rapidly than competitors, and… (then, continue

with step-1)

To get to the e-future you need a digital roadmap.

Here is how to start building yours:

1 It is always wise to begin with an audit to seek

out facts and determine the constraints and pri-

orities. “Do a little, before you do a lot.” “Look

before you leap.” It makes sense. Begin the plan-

ning process by making an inventory of your

strengths and weaknesses. What must your busi-

ness do well to continue to be relevant to your

customers? What are your competitors better at?

What problems must be addressed? Which are

the most important? Talk with your customers

and suppliers. How do they perceive your per-

formance? What do they need? What are their

priorities? What opportunities exist? Which are

the most important?

2 Clarify your goals and objectives. Is your goal to

make strategic moves to become or remain a

viable economic force in the market? Are you

aiming to speed time to market? Avoid cost?

Make people more productive? Improve prof-

itability? Are you focusing efforts domestically

or to expand globally? 

2

3
4

5

1
Understand your
changing environment... Identify new

sources of value...

Assess impact on
what you offer...

Reconfigure
new value...

Learn from
the market...

Figure 10~Learning (source: MILLS•DAVIS)
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3 Consider your core competencies. What is the

thing that you do especially well and is difficult

for your competitors to duplicate? How can you

build from these strengths and how can you

realign processes to do the other necessary things

better? 

4 Choose the right opportunities. Look for areas

where a change in approach could bring quick

wins. Evaluate the opportunities by asking ques-

tions such as: Does it provide an adequate rate of

return? Will the initiative be useful both short

term and long term? Can you measure the impact

of the project? Is it achievable within a reason-

able time frame, such as six months or less?

5 Start small.  Pick a project that can be addressed

in under four months but has potentially high

impact to the business. Build on success.

Complete follow-on projects that build on the ini-

tial efforts. Risk a little. Try something that has-

n’t been done before in your organization; keep

trying if initial efforts don’t meet expectations.

6 Be willing to scrap a system when needed. Initial

efforts may need to be redone later as you

expand your capabilities. Fast, simple initial

projects can be done with minimal investment,

leading to a faster ROI and making it easier to

replace when necessary.

7 Establish a scalable architecture. Invest in the

foundation and enabling technologies that sup-

port your goals. This begins early in the process,

but must be considered through the rest of these

steps. The goal is to create an architecture that

supports the shorter-term initiatives, but also

supports longer-term goals. Key investments

here will allow for fast, effective expansion of

capabilities in the future.

This completes our tour of the Digital Roadmaps

Circus of ePrinting. 

In part-1, we were astonished by the sights and

sounds of ePrinting’s five rings — the five “e”s of

ePrinting.  We thrilled to the astounding all-digital e-

future of print. We witnessed sensational dotCOM

services with their amazing anytime/anywhere access

to services, information, and support. We cheered the

awsome power of the new eProduction workflows.

And more…

In part-2, we saw the story of ePrinting unfold

through the eyes of people working in these new envi-

ronments. We've marveled at feats of super-perfor-

mance turned in by seemingly ordinary managers,

sales teams, consultants, customer service representa-

tives, production managers, prepress operators,

pressroom and post-press personnel, administrators,

and infrastructure support personnel — and more.

This is exciting. This is why ePrinting is the greatest

business in the world.



As a printer, what really determines
your customers’ loyalty anyway?

By now you know how dramatically the Internet is changing business.
But have you thought how it might change your relationships with your customers?
What if instead of using the Web just to order customer gift baskets you could use
it to build and strengthen those relationships? Well now you can. 

• Impresse.com is a new e-commerce portal designed specifically to bring the
power of the Internet to you and your customers. 

• Impresse.com is a resource for both printers and print buyers that provides
communication and workflow automation via the Internet.

• Impresse.com is built on proven, reliable technology already in use by leading
commercial printers.

So sign up now by pointing your browser to
www.impresse.com and we’ll give you the
gift of customer loyalty. The dot com for all your dot needs
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Getting the Most
from a

Diagnostic Audit

Industry Perspective:

Bill Davison
Point Balance

A diagnostic audit affords your business the opportu-

nity to get answers. But the key to success is asking

the right questions. Here are some topics you might

want to consider:

1 A poorly conceived and managed process can

eventually defeat even the most capable, hard-

working employee. Do your processes enable

your success or sabotage your best efforts?

2 We know that carefully configured digital tech-

nologies are a big lever in cost reduction. Are you

positioned to take advantage?

3 With new capabilities and efficiencies, you can

afford to develop new products and services.

With all the possibilities, where do you start?

4 New skills are needed to play with the world's

best. Do you have the competencies to succeed

with new media choices?

5 The new fuel for value delivery is information. Is

your enterprise driving value with information or

is it an afterthought?

6 Most graphic arts firms run on “tribal knowl-

edge.” Is your company optimizing its use of

automation?

7 Driving time out of their product and service

delivery is a single greatest concern of customers.

Are you helping yours achieve their goals?

8 Today, defining workflow as an output func-

tion—or even a production strategy—is myopic.

Are your overall business and production

processes aligned and synchronized? If not, you

will never find overdrive.

9 If you are not adding value directly to your prod-

ucts and services you are degrading them. Is

there a better way to configure and manage your

supply chain?

10 Regardless of how big a network is, both ends are

effectively the same place. Are there more effec-

tive ways to align your organization?

11 Flexibility to react is a trait of the world’s best.

Can you manage relentless “in your face”

change?

There are no right or wrong answers to these ques-

tions. However, honest answers can move the process

forward dramatically. 
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Digital Roadmaps Project champions new business

concepts, processes, technologies, and practices. We

offer a program of consulting services for technology

manufacturers, global-2000 corporations, printers

and graphic arts services, and media publishers. 

The goal of the Digital Roadmaps Professional

Services is to help businesses prosper in the e-busi-

ness future of printing, publishing, and diversified

media communications. We help companies plan

(and manage) their transition to high performance

business designs, processes, and technical infrastruc-

tures. Our focus is e-business vision, strategy, and

high-performance e-solutions for content-based and

graphic communication-intensive organizations. 

Digital Roadmaps Professional Services executive

briefings, diagnostic audits, strategic planning, busi-

ness process design, market research, technology

assessments, project management, requirements

analyses, feasibility studies, solutions design, pilot-

testing, training, and transition management.

Executive Briefings

High impact thought-leadership programs for deci-

sion-makers. Briefings build awareness of technology,

market, and process prerequisites to superior perfor-

mance, and motivation to apply best practices and

best-of-breed solutions that deliver results.

Diagnostic Audits

Short fact-finding missions, powered by checklists

and interview guides, that quickly gauge the current

situation, identify key problems, and reveal high pri-

ority opportunities for management action.

Strategy Workshops

Facilitated group sessions with participation from key

internal stakeholders and value chain partners.

Workshops identify strategic directions, develop innova-

tive responses to perceived problems, map out high pri-

ority initiatives, and formulate consensus action plans.

Requirements Studies

Comprehensive needs assessments and analyses to

establish the functions, activities, data models,

deployment, and performance measures for new infra-

structure, process(es), services, and organization.

eSolution Designs

Multi-disciplinary design projects to develop world-

class solutions. Teams examine architectural alterna-

tives; perform feasibility analyses of best process,

application, and infrastructure choices; conduct pilot

tests to validate alternatives; formulate detailed solu-

tion specifications; and prepare plans for acquisition,

implementation, and deployment.

For more information, contact:

www.digitalroadmaps.net

Digital Roadmaps Project 

2015 R Street NW 

Washington, DC 20009 USA 

Tel: 202-667-6400 

Fax: 202-667-6512 

Net: info@digitalroadmaps.net

DIGITAL ROADMAPS
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
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